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Abstract— Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have
evolved as popular machine learning models for image classifi-
cation during the past few years, due to their ability to learn the
problem-specific features directly from the input images. The
success of deep learning models solicits architecture engineering
rather than hand-engineering the features. However, designing
state-of-the-art CNN for a given task remains a non-trivial and
challenging task, especially when training data size is less. To
address this phenomena, transfer learning has been used as
a popularly adopted technique. While transferring the learned
knowledge from one task to another, fine-tuning with the target-
dependent Fully Connected (FC) layers generally produces
better results over the target task. In this paper, the proposed
AutoFCL model attempts to learn the structure of FC layers of
a CNN automatically using Bayesian optimization. To evaluate
the performance of the proposed AutoFCL, we utilize five
pre-trained CNN models such as VGG-16, ResNet, DenseNet,
MobileNet, and NASNetMobile. The experiments are conducted
on three benchmark datasets, namely CalTech-101, Oxford-102
Flowers, and UC Merced Land Use datasets. Fine-tuning the
newly learned (target-dependent) FC layers leads to state-of-
the-art performance, according to the experiments carried out
in this research. The proposed AutoFCL method outperforms
the existing methods over CalTech-101 and Oxford-102 Flowers
datasets by achieving the accuracy of 94.38% and 98.89%,
respectively. However, our method achieves comparable per-
formance on the UC Merced Land Use dataset with 96.83%
accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) based fea-
tures have outperformed the hand-designed features in most
of the computer vision problems such as object recognition
[1], [2], speech recognition [3], medical applications [4], and
many more. Although several complicated research problems
have been solved by deep learning models, generally, the per-
formance of these models relies on hard-to-tune hyperparam-
eters. Finding the best configuration for the hyperparameters
such as the number of layers, convolution filter dimensions,
number of filters in a convolution layer, and many more to
build a CNN architecture suitable for a given task, is the most
demanding research theme in the area of Automated Machine
Learning (AutoML) [5], [6]. Based on the previous studies
reported in the literature, learning a suitable architecture for
a given task is termed as Neural Architecture Search (NAS)
[7]. Reinforcement Learning (RL) methods have been widely
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Fig. 1. While transferring the knowledge learned from source task to the
target task, learning the optimal structure of FC layers with the knowledge
of target dataset and fine-tuning the learned FC layers leads to better
performance.
employed to find the suitable CNN architecture for given task
[8]. However, these methods are focused to find the structure
of CNN from scratch which requires hundreds of GPU hours.
We propose a method called AutoFCL to automatically tune
the structure of the Fully Connected (FC) layers with respect
to the target dataset while transferring the knowledge from
source task to the target task.
Typically, every CNN contains one or more FC layers
based on the depth of the architecture [9]. For instance,
the popular CNN models proposed to train over large-scale
ImageNet dataset [10] have the following number of FC
layers.
• AlexNet [1], ZFNet [11], and VGG-16 [12] have 3
dense (FC) layers. Note that these models contain 5,
5, and 13 convolution layers, respectively.
• GoogLeNet [2], ResNet [13], DenseNet [14], NASNet
[5], and other modern deep neural networks have a
single FC layer which is responsible for generating the
class scores.
The CNN models introduced in the initial years (during the
years from 2012 to 2014) have a huge number of trainable
parameters in FC layers. Whereas the recent models are
generally deeper, and hence, have a single FC layer which
is responsible for generating the class scores. The state-of-
the-art CNN architectures proposed for ImageNet dataset are
shown in Table I. This table summarizes the total number
of trainable parameters and also the trainable parameters
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correspond to FC layers. It is evident from Table I that as
the depth of CNN increases, both the number of dense layers
and the parameters in dense layers gradually decrease.
A large number of parameters involved in the FC layers
of a CNN increases the possibility of overfitting. Xu et al.
[15] shown that removing the connections among FC layers
having less weight magnitude (SparseConnect) leads to better
performance. Basha et al. [9] performed a study to observe
the necessity of FC layers given the depth and width of
both datasets and CNN architectures. To find the best set
of hyperparameters of an Artificial Neural Network (ANN),
Mendoza et al. [16] proposed an automated mechanism
to tune the ANN using Sequential Model-based Algorithm
Configuration (SMAC).
CNNs are used in a wide range of applications in recent
years. However, their performance is poor if the amount of
training data is very limited. Transfer Learning is a way to
reduce the need for more training data and huge computa-
tional resources by reusing the knowledge learned from the
source task. A common approach for classifying such limited
images is re-using the pre-trained models to fine-tune over
other datasets [19]. However, while transferring the learned
knowledge from one task to another, fine-tuning the original
FC layers’ structure may not perform well over the target
dataset because the FC layers are designed for the source
task.
Fig. 1 illustrates the motivation behind learning the target-
dependent fully connected layer’s structure to obtain better
performance over the target task. While transferring the
learned knowledge from source task to target task, the
efficacy (capacity) of the CNN increases for the target task,
which may result in overfitting. The extracted features from
convolutional layers (shown in the left side) are mapped
into more linearly separable feature space (shown on the
right side) by FC layers. Moreover, we believe that learning
the FC layers’ structure with the knowledge from the target
dataset may lead to better linearly separable feature space
which results in better performance over the target dataset. In
this work, we propose a novel framework for automatically
learning the target-dependent fully connected layers structure
in the context of transfer learning. We use Bayesian opti-
mization [20] for optimizing the hyperparameters involved
in forming the FC layers while transferring the knowledge
from one task to another.
II. RELATED WORKS
Due to the dense connectivity among the FC layers,
the deep CNNs contain an enormous amount of trainable
parameters. For example, the first ImageNet Large Scale Vi-
sual Recognition Competition (ILSVRC)-2012 [21] winning
CNN model called AlexNet [1] contains a total of 60 million
trainable parameters, among which 58 million parameters
belong to the FC layers. Likewise, VGG-16 [12], a 16
layer deep CNN comprises 138 million trainable parameters,
among which 123 million parameters correspond to FC lay-
ers. In practice, the over-parameterization leads to overfitting
the CNN. Xu et al. [15] proposed SparseConnect model to
reduce the overfitting effect by removing the connections
with smaller weight values.
Transfer learning is a widely adopted technique to obtain a
reasonable performance with limited data and less computa-
tional resources. Li et al. [22] analyzed various approaches
for transferring the knowledge learned in different scenar-
ios. Fine-tuning the deep CNNs with limited training data
often leads to overfitting the CNN model [23]. Han et al.
[24] introduced a two-phase strategy by combining transfer
learning with web data augmentation to reduce the amount
of over-fitting. They also tuned the hyperparameters such as
learning rate, type of optimizer (Adagrad [25], Adam [26],
etc.) and many more using Bayesian Optimization.
Mendoza et al. [16] proposed Auto-Net, which automat-
ically tunes an artificial neural network without any human
intervention. To learn a distinct set of hyperparameters auto-
matically, they used the Sequential Model-based Algorithm
Configuration (SMAC). The hyperparameters such as the
number of FC layers, number of neurons in each FC layer,
batch size, learning rate, and so on are tuned automatically.
Motivated by this work, we propose a framework to automat-
ically learn the structure of FC layers concerning the target
dataset for better transfer learning.
Many researchers have employed Bayesian Optimization
[20] to learn the entire CNN architecture automatically.
Wistuba et al. [27] combined Bayesian Optimization with
Incremental Evaluation to find the optimal neural network
architecture. However, they limited the depth of the CNN to
5 layers due to the limited computational resources. Jin et
al. [28] proposed a network morphism mechanism for neural
architecture search using Bayesian Optimization. Liu et al.
[6] proposed a method to build the CNN architecture pro-
gressively using the Sequential Model-Based Optimization
(SMBO) based algorithm. However, these methods require a
considerable amount of computational resources and search
time. Recently, Gupta et al. [29] employed Bayesian Opti-
mization to conduct a study for efficient transfer optimiza-
tion.
Transfer Learning allows the pre-trained networks to adopt
for the new tasks [30]. Many researchers utilized the ad-
vantage of transfer learning for various applications [19],
[31]. Ji et al. [28] proposed a framework called Double
Reweighting Multi-source Transfer Learning (DRMTL) to
utilize the decision knowledge from multiple sources to
perform well over the target domain. Generally, after adap-
tation, the efficacy (capacity) of the CNN increases for the
target task. Molchanov et al. [32] proposed a framework for
iteratively pruning the parameters of a CNN to reduce its
capacity for the target task. With regard to our knowledge,
no effort has been made in the literature to learn the structure
of FC layers automatically for better transfer learning. Neural
Architecture Search algorithms consume thousands of GPU
hours [5] to find better performing architectures. So, we made
this attempt in the context of transfer learning to reduce the
architecture search time.
Basha et al. [9] analyzed the necessity of FC layers based
on the depth of a CNN. However, to conduct this study they
TABLE I
THE STATE-OF-THE-ART DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS PROPOSED FOR THE IMAGENET DATASET, THE TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINABLE PARAMETERS AND
THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS BELONG TO FC LAYERS ARE SHOWN.
S.No. CNN Model Total #trainable parameters(in Millions)
#parameters in FC layers
(in Millions)
1 AlexNet [1] 60 M 58 M
2 ZFNet [11] 62.3 M 58.6 M
3 VGG16 [12] 138.3 M 123.6 M
4 VGG19 [12] 143.6 M 123.6 M
5 InceptionV3 [17] 23.8 M 2 M
6 ResNet50 [13] 25.5 M 2 M
7 MobileNet [18] 4 M 1 M
8 DenseNet201 [14] 20 M 1.9 M
9 NASNetLarge [5] 88 M 4 M
10 NASNetMobile [5] 5 M 1 M
performed experiments by adding new FC layers manually
before the output FC layer. Moreover, the hyperparameters
involved in FC layers like the number of neurons in every
FC layer, the dropout factor, type of activation, and so on
are chosen manually. In this paper, we attempt to learn the
target-dependent FC layers’ structure automatically for better
transfer learning.
In brief, our contributions in this work are as follows,
• We propose a novel method to automatically learn the
target-dependent FC layers structure using Bayesian
Optimization.
• By conducting experiments on three benchmark
datasets, we discover the suitable (target-dependent) FC
layers structure specific to the datasets.
• The performance of the proposed method is also com-
pared with state-of-the-art transfer learning and non-
+transfer learning-based methods.
• To compare the results obtained using Bayesian Opti-
mization, we employed the random search to find the
best set of hyperparameters involved in FC layers.
III. PROPOSED AUTOFCL MODEL
We formulate the task of learning the structure of fully
connected layers as a black-box optimization problem. Let
f is an objective function whose objective is to find x∗,
which is represented as
x∗ = argmax
x∈H
f(x) (1)
where x ∈ Rd is the input, usually d ≤ 20 [20], H is
the hyperparameter space as depicted in Table II, and f
is a continuous function. Finding the value of function f
at x requires training (fine-tuning) the learned FC layers
(explored during the architecture search) of a pre-trained
CNN (B) on training data (TrainData) and evaluating its
performance on the held-out (validation) data ValData.
The x∗ is a CNN with an optimal FC layer’s struc-
ture learned using the Bayesian Optimization for efficient
transfer learning. Therefore, the CNN architecture x∗ is
responsible for maximizing the performance on the ValData.
The proposed AutoFCL method is outlined in Algorithm
1. Given the base CNN model (B), hyperparameters search
space (Param space), TrainData, ValData, and the number
of epochs (E) to train each proxy CNN as an input, the
proposed method learns the most suitable structure of FC
(dense) layers using Bayesian Optimization [20].
The Bayesian Optimization (Bayes Opt) is the most pop-
ular method used for finding the best set of hyperparameters
involved in deep neural networks [33]. Bayes Opt builds a
surrogate model to approximate the objective function using
Gaussian Process (GP) regression [34]. Algorithm 1 observes
the value of f without noise for initial n0 points which
are chosen uniformly random (n0 is 20 in our experimental
settings). After observing the objective at initial n0 points,
we can infer the objective value at a new point xnew using
Bayes rule [35] as follows,
f(xnew)|f(x1:n0) ∼ Normal(µn0(xnew), σ2n0(xnew)) (2)
The µn0(xnew) and σ
2
n0(xnew) are computed as follows,
µn0(xnew) =
∑
0(xnew : x1:n0)
∑
0(x1:n0 , x1:n0)
−1(f(x1:n0)− µ0(x1:n0)) + µ0(xnew)
(3)
σ2n0(xnew) =
∑
0(xnew, xnew)−
∑
0(xnew, x1:n0)
∑
0(x1:n0 , x1:n0)
−1∑
0(x1:n0 : xnew)
(4)
The probability distribution given in Eq. 2 is called poste-
rior probability distribution. In the above equations, µ0 ,
∑
0
are mean function and covariance functions, respectively.
The optimal configuration of FC layers is one among
the previously evaluated points (initial n0 points) with the
maximum f value (f(x+)). Now, if we want to evaluate
the value of objective ’f’ at a new point xnew, which is
observed as f(xnew). After evaluating the value of f at
iteration n0 + 1, the optimal f value will be either f(xnew)
(if f(xnew) ≥ f(x+)) or f(x+) (if f(x+) ≥ f(xnew)). The
improvement or gain in the objective f is f(xnew)− f(x+)
if its value is positive, or 0 otherwise.
However, the f(xnew) value is unknown until observing
its value at xnew which is typically expensive. Instead of
evaluating f at xnew, we can compute the Expected Improve-
ment (EI) and choose the xnew that maximizes the value
of EI. Expected Improvement [36] is the most commonly
used acquisition function for guiding the search process by
proposing the next point to sample.
Algorithm 1 AutoFCL: A Bayesian Search method for automatically learning the structure of FC layers
Inputs: B (Base Model), Param space, TrainData, ValData, E (num epochs).
Output: A CNN with target-dependent FC layers structure.
1: procedure AUTOFCL
2: Place a Gaussian Process (GP) prior on the objective f
3: while t ∈ 1, 2, ...n0 do . Observe the value of f at initial n0 points
4: Mt ← build CNN(B,Param space) . sample the initial CNN randomly
5: Tt ← Train CNN(Mt, T rainData, E)
6: Vt ← V alidate CNN(Tt, V alidData)
n = n0
7: while t ∈ n+ 1, .., N do
8: Update the posterior distribution on f using the prior . Using Eq. 2
9: Choose the next sample xt that maximizes the acquisition function value
10: Observe yt = f(xt)
11: return xt . return a point with best FC layer structure
For a specified input xnew, EI can be represented as,
EI(x) = E[max(f(xnew)− f(x+), 0)] (5)
where f(x+) is the maximum validation accuracy obtained
so far and x+ is the FC layer’s structure for which best vali-
dation accuracy is obtained. Formally, x+ can be represented
as,
x+ = argmax
xi∈x1:n0
f(xi) (6)
which utilizes the information about the models that were
already explored and finds the next point that maximizes the
expected improvement. After observing the objective at each
point, we update the posterior distribution using the Eq. 2.
IV. HYPERPARAMETER SEARCH SPACE
This section provides a detailed discussion about the
search space used for finding the target-dependent FC layer’s
structure for efficient transfer learning. A single fully con-
nected layer of a CNN involves various hyperparameters.
To mention a few, the number of neurons, dropout rate,
and many more. The proposed AutoFCL aims to learn the
suitable structure for the FC layers, which includes the
number of FC layers, dropout rate, type of activation, and
the number of neurons in each FC layer to obtain the better
performance over the target dataset. Table II shows the
hyperparameter search space considered in our experimental
settings.
As most of the CNN architectures available in the liter-
ature have a maximum of 3 FC layers [1], [12] including
the output layer. Therefore, we consider the search space
for the number of FC layers in the range [1,3] (i.e., 1, 2,
and 3). The other important hyperparameter is the number
of neurons required in each FC layer, for which the proposed
method finds the best set of configuration within the range
[64, 1024] in powers of 2 ({64, 128, 256, 512, 1024}).
Besides these hyperparameters, we consider activation func-
tion as another hyperparameter. Three popular non-linear
activations Sigmoid, Tanh, and ReLu are utilized for the
same. To reduce the over-fitting caused due to a large number
of trainable parameters in FC layers, dropout [1] is widely
adopted in deep learning. We consider dropout as another
hyperparameter to learn, the value of which is learned in the
range [0, 0.5] with an offset 0.1 i.e., the proposed AutoFCL
finds the suitable dropout factor within the values {0.0, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
In this section, we brief the training details, CNN archi-
tectures utilized to learn the structure of FC layers and the
datasets used to evaluate the performance of the developed
image classification models in the context of transfer learn-
ing.
A. Training Details
Training Proxy CNNs: The CNN architectures generated
in the search process of Bayesian Optimization (also called
proxy CNNs) are trained using AdaGrad optimizer [25].
The initial value of the learning rate is set to 0.01 and its
value is reduced by a factor of
√
0.1 for every 5 epochs if
there is no reduction in the validation loss. Since training
the CNNs is a time-consuming task, we train each proxy
CNN for 20 epochs as in [6]. Batch Normalization [37]
is used after employing dropout. The suitable dropout rate
is learned using Bayesian Optimization. The parameters
(weights) corresponding to the FC layers are initialized using
He normal initialization [38].
B. CNN Architectures used for Fine-Tuning
To learn the target-dependent FC layers structure auto-
matically, we use two kinds of CNN architectures which
include i) chain structured (plain) CNNs like VGG-16 [12]
and ii) CNNs involving skip connections like ResNet [13],
DenseNet [14], and many more.
We conduct the experiments using the popular CNN
models that are trained over ImageNet dataset such as VGG-
16 [12], ResNet [13], DenseNet [14], MobileNet [18], and
NASNet-Mobile [5]. In this article, we are interested in
finding the optimal structure of fully connected layers for
efficient transfer learning. To achieve this objective, the
TABLE II
HYPERPARAMETER SEARCH SPACE CONSIDERED IN THIS PAPER, WHICH INCLUDES BOTH NETWORK HYPERPARAMETERS SUCH AS THE NUMBER OF
FULLY CONNECTED LAYERS AND PER-LAYER HYPERPARAMETERS LIKE ACTIVATION FUNCTION, DROPOUT FACTOR, AND THE NUMBER OF NEURONS
ARE PRESENTED IN THIS TABLE.
Name Values Type
Network hyperparameters number of FC layers {1,2,3} integer
Hyperparameters per single FC layer activation function {ReLu, Tanh, Sigmoid} categorical
dropout rate {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} float
number of neurons {64, 128, 256, 512, 1024} integer
parameters (weights) involved in convolution layers of the
above CNNs trained over ImageNet dataset [10] are frozen.
In other words, the convolution layers of the above CNNs use
the pre-trained weights of ImageNet dataset. The parameters
involved in newly added FC layers are learned using the
back-propagation algorithm [39]. The structure of the FC
layers is tuned automatically using Algorithm 1.
1) Chain Structured CNNs (Plain CNNs): In the initial
years of deep learning, the CNN architectures proposed such
as LeNet [55], AlexNet [1], ZFNet [11], and VGG-16 [12]
have the varying number of trainable layers (convolution,
Batch Normalization, and fully connected layers) and in-
volves a different set of hyper-parameters. However, the
connectivity among the different layers in these architectures
remains the same such that layer Li+1 receives the input
feature map from layer Li. Similarly layer Li+2 receives the
input from layer Li+1 and so on. We consider VGG-16, a
16 layer chain structured deep CNN to learn the structure of
FC layers for efficient transfer learning.
2) CNNs involving Skip Connections: Szegedy et al. [2]
introduced a deep CNN named GoogLeNet with a careful
handcrafted design which allows increasing the depth of
the model. GoogLeNet has a basic building block called
Inception block that uses multi-scale filters. Later on, the
concept of skip connections became very popular after the
emergence of ResNet in 2016 [13]. The skip connections
are also used by recent models such as DenseNet [14], etc.
Moreover, it also became popular among the CNNs learned
using NAS methods such as NASNet [5], PNAS [6], etc.
A layer in the CNNs involving skip connections receives
multiple input feature maps from its previous layers. For
example, layer Li+1 receives the input from both layers Li
and Li−1 as in ResNet [13]; layer Ln receives the input
feature map from all of its previous layers {L1, L2, ... Ln−1}
as in DenseNet [14]. We utilized ResNet-50, MobileNet,
DenseNet-121, and NASNet-Mobile CNNs involving skip
connections to learn the structure of FC layers.
C. Datasets
To validate the performance of the proposed method,
experiments are conducted on three different kinds of bench-
mark datasets such as CalTech-101, Oxford-102 Flowers, and
UC Merced Land Use.
1) CalTech-101 Dataset: CalTech-101 [40] dataset con-
sists of images belong to 101 object categories. Each class
has the number of images between 40 and 800. The most
common image categories such as human faces tend to have
more images compared to others. The total number of images
are 9144 and each image has a varying spatial dimension.
To conduct the experiments, we utilize 80% of the data for
training (i.e., 7315 images) and the remaining 20% images
to validate the performance of the deep neural networks. To
fit these images as input to the CNN models, we re-size the
image dimension to 224 × 224 × 3. A few samples from
CalTech-101 dataset are presented in Fig. 2(a).
2) Oxford-102 Flowers Dataset: Oxford-102 [41] dataset
comprises images belong to 102 flower categories that are
commonly visible in the United Kingdom. This dataset
contains 8189 images such that each class has a varying
number of flower images ranging from 40 to 258. We utilize
80% of the dataset (6551 images) for training the CNNs and
remaining 1638 images for validating the performance of the
CNNs. To input the images to the CNN models, the image
dimension is re-sized to 224×224×3. Some example images
from Oxford-102 Flowers dataset are shown in Fig. 2(b).
3) UC Merced Land Use Dataset: UC Merced Land Use
dataset [42] contains images belonging to 21 categories of
lands. This dataset has a total of 2100 images with 100
images in each class. The developed CNN models have
trained over 80 images in each class, and the remaining 20
images are used to validate the performance of the models.
The image dimensions are resized from 256 × 256 × 3 to
224 × 224 × 3. A few images from the UC Merced Land
Use dataset are shown in Fig. 2(c). Next we present the
result obtained by the proposed method when applied on
the benchmark datasets.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The NAS based CNNs available in the literature generally
learn better performing CNN architectures for popular image
classification datasets such as ImageNet [10], CIFAR-10 [56]
which have large number of training examples. However,
the image datasets having less amount of training data are
not experienced with the advantage of NAS methods. In this
paper, we utilize three benchmark datasets for automatically
tuning the FC layers of CNNs for better transfer learning.
Due to the above reason, we compare the results obtained
by the proposed AutoFCL with such state-of-the-art meth-
ods which include both transfer learning and non-transfer
learning based methods.
A. CalTech-101 Image Classification Results
To learn the best set of hyperparameters involved in the FC
layers of a CNN, we employ two popularly adopted search
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. (a) A few set of images belong to CalTech-101 [40]. (b) A few random images from Oxford-102 Flowers [41]. (c) Some example images from
UC Merced Land Use dataset [42].
TABLE III
THE BEST SET OF FC LAYERS’ HYPERPARAMETERS LEARNED FOR CALTECH-101 DATASET USING THE BAYESIAN SEARCH AND RANDOM SEARCH
TECHNIQUES. THE OPTIMAL STRUCTURE OF FULLY CONNECTED LAYERS (EXCLUDING THE OUTPUT FC LAYER) FOR POPULAR CNNS SUCH AS
VGG-16, RESNET50, MOBILENET, DENSENET121, AND NASNET-MOBILE IS PRESENTED.
S.No Model Search Method #FC layers Activation #neurons dropout rate validation accuracy
1 VGG-16 Bayesian 1 ReLu 256 0 92.72random 1 ReLu 512 0.3 92.34
2 ResNet Bayesian 0 - - - 90.15random 1 Sigmoid 256 0.2 89.83
3 MobileNet Bayesian 1 ReLu 1024 0.3 92.50random 1 ReLu 256 0 88.73
4 DenseNet Bayesian 1 Sigmoid 1024 0.3 90.21random 1 ReLu 1024 0 88.79
5 NASNet-Mobile Bayesian 1 ReLu 1024 0.1 88.51random 1 Sigmoid 256 0 86.65
TABLE IV
RESULTS COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED AUTOFCL AND THE STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS OVER CALTECH-101, OXFORD-102 FLOWERS,
AND UC MERCED LAND USE DATASETS. THE STATE-OF-THE-ART INCLUDING BOTH TRANSFER LEARNING-BASED AND NON-TRANSFER
LEARNING-BASED METHODS ARE LISTED IN THIS TABLE. THE ROWS CORRESPONDING TO THE BEST AND SECOND-BEST PERFORMANCE OVER EACH
DATASET ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD AND bold-italic, RESPECTIVELY.
Dataset Method Accuracy Transfer Learning/Non Transfer Learning
CalTech-101
Lee et al. [43] 65.4 Non Transfer Learning
Cubuk et al. [44] 86.9 Transfer Learning
Sawada et al. [45] 91.8 Transfer Learning
Ours (VGG-16 + AutoFCL) 94.38 ± 0.005 Transfer Learning
Ours (ResNet-50 + AutoFCL) 91.13± 0.004 Transfer Learning
Ours (MobileNet + AutoFCL) 92.07 ± 0.004 Transfer Learning
Ours (DenseNet-121+ AutoFCL) 89.5± 0.005 Transfer Learning
Ours (NASNetMobile+ AutoFCL) 87.77± 0.005 Transfer Learning
Oxford-102 Flowers
Huang et al. [46] 85.66 Non Transfer Learning
Lv et al. [47] 92.00 Non Transfer Learning
Murabito et al. [48] 79.4 Non Transfer Learning
Simon et al. [49] 97.1 Transfer Learning
Karlinsky et al. [50] 89 Transfer Learning
Ours (VGG-16 + AutoFCL) 98.83 ± 0.001 Transfer Learning
Ours (ResNet-50 + AutoFCL) 97.21 ± 0.05 Transfer Learning
Ours (MobileNet + AutoFCL) 58.6± 0.04 Transfer Learning
Ours (DenseNet-121 + AutoFCL) 60.91± 0.03 Transfer Learning
Ours (NASNetMobile + AutoFCL) 41.3± 0.006 Transfer Learning
UC Merced Land Use
Shao et al. [51] 92.38 Non Transfer Learning
Yang et al. [52] 93.67 Non Transfer Learning
Akram et al. [53] 97.6 Transfer Learning
Wang et al. [54] 94.81 Transfer Learning
Ours (VGG-16 + AutoFCL) 96.83 ± 0.006 Transfer Learning
Ours (ResNet-50 + AutoFCL) 78± 0.03 Transfer Learning
Ours (MobileNet + AutoFCL) 88± 0.004 Transfer Learning
Ours (DenseNet-121 + AutoFCL) 80.8± 0.015 Transfer Learning
Ours (NASNetMobile + AutoFCL) 72.28± 0.016 Transfer Learning
methods in the literature of Neural Architecture Search (NAS). Those two search methods include i) Bayesian Opti-
TABLE V
THE OPTIMAL STRUCTURE OF FC LAYERS LEARNED FOR OXFORD-102 FLOWERS DATASET USING THE BAYESIAN SEARCH AND RANDOM SEARCH.
THE VALUES OF VARIOUS HYPERPARAMETERS FOR VGG-16, RESNET, MOBILENET, DENSENET, NASNET-MOBILE MODELS ARE SHOWN IN THIS
TABLE.
S.No Model Search Method #FC layers Activation #neurons dropout rate validation accuracy
1 VGG-16 Bayesian 1 ReLu 256 0 96.64random 1 ReLu 64 0.1 94.33
2 ResNet Bayesian 1 Sigmoid 512 0.3 96.31random 0 - - - 91.73
3 MobileNet Bayesian 1 Sigmoid 512 0.5 61.29random 1 Sigmoid 512 0.1 55.67
4 DenseNet Bayesian 1 Sigmoid 1024 0.3 68.06random 1 ReLu 256 0 55.18
5 NASNet-Mobile Bayesian 1 ReLu 256 0.2 40.37random 1 ReLu 512 0.1 38.37
mization and ii) Random Search. Random search chooses the
hyperparameters to explore randomly. In our experimental
settings, the number of iterations for random sampling is
set to 100. Table III presents the comparison among the
performance of proxy CNN models (fine-tuning the best
FC layer structure learned during the search process) found
using Bayesian search and Random search over CalTech-
101 dataset. Table III also lists the best possible set of
hyperparameter values like the number of FC layers, type
of activation, number of neurons in each FC layer, and the
dropout factor for each FC layer that are learned during the
search process. For example, the best structure of FC layers
learned using Bayesian optimization for VGG-16 results in
92.72% validation accuracy. After finding the best set of FC
layers’ hyperparameters using Algorithm 1, we fine-tune the
FC layers of the developed CNN models over the CalTech-
101 dataset. The CNN models are trained for 200 epochs
using AdaGrad optimizer [25]. We consider the values of
other hyperparameters such as the learning rate similar to
the setting of training the proxy CNNs explored during the
search process. Fine-tuning the FC layers (learned using
the proposed AutoFCL) results in state-of-the-art accuracy
94.38% on CalTech-101 dataset.
B. Oxford-102 Flowers Image Classification Results
The optimal FC layers hyperparameters learned for the
Oxford-102 Flowers dataset using Bayesian Optimization
and random search are shown in Table V. Similar to CalTech-
101 dataset, once the search process is completed, the
FC layers of the CNN (the best FC layer structure found
during the search process) are fine-tuned over the Oxford-
102 Flowers dataset for 200 epochs using AdaGrad optimizer
[25]. The proposed AutoFCL achieves the state-of-the-art
accuracy of 98.83% on Oxford-102 Flowers dataset. Table
IV summarizes the performance obtained using the various
CNN models with the target-dependent FC layer structure.
The VGG-16 and ResNet-50 achieve the best and second-
best state-of-the-art accuracy, respectively over Oxford-102
Flowers dataset.
C. UC Merced Land Use Image Classification Results
We consider UC Merced Land Use as another image
dataset to learn the best structure of FC layers for efficient
transfer learning. The proposed method produces comparable
results over UC Merced Land use dataset as presented in
Table IV. From Table IV we can observe that fine-tuning the
FC layers learned using the proposed AutoFCL for VGG-16
produces 96.83% validation accuracy, which is second best
state-of-the-art accuracy. Table VI lists the best configuration
of hyperparameters involved in FC layers found using both
Bayesian search and random search. We also compared
the performance of the proposed method with fine-tuning
original CNN architectures over the target dataset. Fine-
tuning the target-dependent FC layer’s structure of a CNN
over the target dataset results in better performance com-
pared to fine-tuning with the target-independent FC layer’s
structure. Fig. 3 demonstrates that the proposed AutoFCL
outperforms traditional fine-tuning of original FC layers of
CNN architectures.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
We propose AutoFCL, a method to learn the best possible
set of hyperparameters belonging to Fully Connected (dense)
layers of a CNN for improved transfer learning. Finding the
structure of FC layers with the knowledge of target data re-
sults in better performance while transferring the knowledge
from one task to other. The Bayesian Optimization algorithm
is used to explore the search space for the number of FC
layers, the number of neurons in each FC layer, activation
function and dropout factor. To learn the structure of FC
layers, experiments are conducted on benchmark datasets.
The proposed AutoFCL method outperforms the state-of-the-
art on most of the datasets. In future, the proposed idea of
tuning the pre-trained CNN layers may be extended to tuning
the number of Convolution layers of a CNN based on the
similarity between the source and target datasets.
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TABLE VI
THE FC LAYERS’ HYPERPARAMETERS ARE TUNED FOR UC MERCED LAND USE DATASET AUTOMATICALLY USING THE BAYESIAN SEARCH AND
RANDOM SEARCH ARE PRESENTED.
S.No Model Search Method #FC layers Activation #neurons dropout rate validation accuracy
1 VGG-16 Bayesian 1 ReLu 512 00.3 96.42random 1 ReLu 64 0.1 95.23
2 ResNet Bayesian 1 Tanh 1024 0.2 83.8random 1 Tanh 1024 0.4 82.14
3 MobileNet Bayesian 1 Sigmoid 1024 0.5 89.52random 1 ReLu 1024 0.1 87.38
4 DenseNet Bayesian 1 Sigmoid 1024 0.0 82.38random 1 ReLu 128 0.2 81.42
5 NASNet-Mobile Bayesian 1 ReLu 128 0 74.76random 1 Sigmoid 512 0.4 73.33
Fig. 3. The performance comparison between the proposed AutoFCL and traditional Fine-tuning methods over UC Merced Land Use dataset. Learning
the optimal structure of FC layers with the knowledge of the target dataset and fine-tuning the learned FC layers leads to better performance.
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